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From rear cover notes: "This book covers preparation for breeding and lambing, lambing, and care

of the ewe and lambs after lambing. It will introduce you to the author&apos;s revolutionary concept

of using diagnostic check sheets and flow charts to detect and treat problems of the ewe and her

newborn lambs."
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I am a vet tech and this book has gotten me through alot of questions, not to mention helping me

with my own flock of sheep. This book is right on the seat of my truck along side my Border Collie

"Don" when I go out on farm calls. Never leave without it. I like the fact that all the dosages are right

in the book no need to take time to figure it out. Great book !

If you can only afford one book on breeding or managing ewes and lambs, make it this one. The

format for diagnosing your ewes problem, condition, emergency or whatever, is absolutely clear and

accurate. This is the best information available. Highly recommended.

This book is my bible for raising my sheep. It covers every problem I have so far encountered and

has saved many a ewe and lambs over the years. Even my vet has read through it when he has

had a question, I think that says alot right there! It is easy to read and understand, and the charts in

the back help alot to find the problems. I definantly recomend this book, over all others I have found.



The flow charts in back are incredibly useful. My vet, bless his heart, diagnoses a terrible disease

whenever I call him with a symptom. For example, when a few of my sheep had diarrhea he

believed they had Johnees and I paid a lot for negative blood tests, only to find out they just needed

to be wormed. This book guides me step by step to correct answers with practical solutions.

Regardless of your experience level - you should own this book if you own sheep. A must have for

every shepard and shepardess. I use it more as a reference and as needed and it has come in

handy quite often.

This book has proven itself in just one season as my top "go to" book for troubleshooting ewe

issues. I wish that I had had this book 8 years ago when we first started our flock. Things would

have gone much smoother with much fewer questions in my mind like "what the heck is wrong with

this one this time"? It "cuts to the chase" with easy to understand "symptoms" and then instructions

as to what to do about it! Worth the price and more!

This is a must have for someone new to lambing. It is a wealth of information in an easy to use

format. The charts in the back are excellent references. This book is on the top of my "lambing"

book list.

This book was a lamb and ewe saver. My very first lambing season I had the lambing chapter

practically memorized before hand. And my first ewe had problems. But by reading the hints,

encouragement from my husband and gritting my teeth - I got the lamb pulled out. Saved both the

lamb and ewe - second lamb born with no problems. Lambs are now six weeks old and growing like

weeds.
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